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GRASS 
 

 

 

ILLUS. 29. NUDGE 
 

 

  

We raise all-natural grass-fed beef 

our marketing slogan 

“Salad on the Hoof” 

nutrition of salad  

protein of beef 

natural lean-meat flavor  

without a soapy taste of corn-finished fat. 

 

 Our grass pastures provide the theater 

in which farming enacts 

the pastoral communion  

of instinct and calculation, 

we and our cattle sharing life and labor. 

 

Most of our farm work  

is cultivating our grass fields 

building and maintaining fences 

beginning in the Spring 

continuing until Fall. 

By mid-April, our fields’ Winter wear 

shows in large dead circles 

unhealed body sores 

brown pocked earth 

 “Take care of your fields 

and your fields will take care of you” 

old time Appalachian farmers told us. 

We inherit their legacy of grazing fields 

and hay meadows 

two decades of slave labor 

before 1860 

150 years of free manual and later  

mechanical labor 
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where I dropped  

800-pound rolls of cattle hay 

hauled on the tractor’s bale spear  

for bulls, cows, and calves in their fenced 

fields. 

Cattle don’t eat spiny tough weeds 

riddling the fields 

that suppress perennial grasses 

prevent seeds from germinating. 

Mowing eliminates most weeds, 

the bare spots I seed with orchard grass 

bluegrass tall fescue Bermuda grass  

preferred by the horses 

we later release into the fields. 

 

clearing trees and stumps and boulders 

creating culture out of the wild. 

I chain harrow four fields in early May 

a month after you came home 

break up thatch 

and soil under it 

scratch,  

tractor in low2,  

drag the harrow across the fields. 

Faster, the blanket bounces ineffectively.  

The prongs open the thatch 

scrape the ground,  

without turning it over. 

After Memorial Day 

I over-seed,  

using a PTO powered hopper 

spreading 5 pounds  

of orchard grass blend per acre. 

 

 Thatch is a mat 

of weeds and dead grass, 

worm castings,  

dried manure of livestock and horses,  

blown tree twigs and leaves. 

For grass seeds to reach the soil It must 

be broken.  

 

A chain harrow is an 8’ x 8’ 

blanket of linked steel chains 

5” steel prongs hooked to it 

loosely in rows   

works best after rain 

on softened soil. 

In mid-June I mow  

high hay on hilltop meadows 

85F in humid air  

watch for t-storms 

with the farm diesel tractor  

55 horsepower 

three-point hitch 

pulling a yellow painted  

Land Pride rotary cutter 

four rock-release steel blades  

spin at 450 rpm 

an eight-foot swarth 

roar 

for all the world war II movies I’ve seen 

 The old-style New Holland tractor 

painted blue 

4-wheel drive 

split brake for skid steering  

last model before computer chips 

EPA diesel emission standards 

has 3 shifting sticks  

for 16 constant-speed gear positions,  

forward backward, 

two-wheel or four-wheel drive, 

high or low gear range. 

96 driving arrangements.  
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as four-engine heavy bomber propellers  

thrump the airfield taxi ramp 

a groan of terror from earth* 

Five hours in grazing fields Marilyn and 

Scarlett 

chopping into confetti 

towering spindles of pigweed and ironweed  

trimming tall bluegrass  

to give shorter grasses sunlight and rain. 

Uncle Hamp flew the Burma Hump 

a C47 cockpit 

India to China 

came home an alcoholic 

never flew another airplane 

killed himself 

rolling his wheelchair down a steep hill 

from his assisted living home 

Into a curb 

hurtling himself into the air. 

 

*George Eliot and Thomas Hardy heard 

it too. 

 

Cutter blades fan up whirlwinds 

of cut grass, manure dust, and thatch,  

bits of chopped earthworm, wasted pollen, 

ants, spiders, ticks. 

For farming HAZMAT: 

long bill ball cap 

crew neck T 

blue jean pants 

denim wrist-length sleeved shirt 

cotton socks  

in high lace leather Carolina Army boots. 

On the fifth circuit of field Scarlett 

in the northeast quadrant 

the blade fan bites into the rolling ground  

the tornado spatters me 

with tiny black ticks 

as if I had been dusted with pepper. 

After brush hogging 

I shower cleaning myself  

using special anti-poison ivy soap, 

concerned about leaf mulch. 

My wife examines my naked body 

crown to toes 

for ticks on my skin, 

flush with Lyme disease 

their heads buried under 

mandibles in death bite 

sucking blood, 

none found. 

 

 For operation of the brush hog cutter,  

pitch and draft shifts,  

changing them for grass heights 

rocks in the field, rolls or gullies,  

that the cutter blades might strike,  

shake the steel cutter case  

as if it’s metal welds 

would fracture 

the machine come apart.  

In five hours, more than a thousand shift 

changes, 

leg movement against the clutch and 

brake pedals,  

changes in the cutter pitch and draft. 

 

While the tractor drives forward 

low3 at 3 mph for 100 feet 

I stand up off the seat  

brush the ticks off my clothes 

with my hands. 

For the remaining chore I feel 

phantom sensations of crawling 

on my neck, up my sleeves, in my hair. 

 

Released into rich graze 

in King’s Landing field 

 We name our home fields 

for famous film actresses 
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we watch our Brangus cows frolic 

twilight calves after nursing 

black as the falling night  

scamper and dance 

in the cooling breeze. 

 

our Grassy Meadows fields 

with Game of Thrones place names. 

Calving season 

standing at the polywire fence line 

I call the herd to me, 

 

          Here cows cows cows 

 

                   Here cows cows cows 

 

                           Here cows cows cows 

 

From the eastern end of the field 

bordered on the south by a creek 

where they had been grazing 

away from new calves lying hidden in the grass 

the cows walk slowly toward me, 

lining up along the fence. 

Calves arrive, stand next to their dams. 

I count calves and cows 

know all the tag numbers. 

One expected new-born is absent 

sure the cow had birthed her earlier 

yesterday she had all the signs of being ready 

for daybreak delivery. 

After a few minutes, 

the lineup of the herd parts, 

the just-born calf 

appears in the back of the group 

25 feet away 

new to its legs, wobbles toward me 

each step near stumble 

she Is nudged along by her dam 

through the aisle opened by the herd 

to the front at the polywire. 

The herd presents their newest member. 

 After a day of brush-hogging 

my ears ring 

legs ache 

I can hardly walk 

an hour for the stiffness to relent. 

Several fingers on my right hand are 

numb. 

 


